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Analysis of Current Density and Specific Absorption
Rate in Biological Tissue Surrounding Transcutaneous
Transformer for an Artificial Heart
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Abstract—This paper reports on the current density and specific
absorption rate (SAR) analysis of biological tissue surrounding an
air-core transcutaneous transformer for an artificial heart. The
electromagnetic field in the biological tissue is analyzed by the
transmission line modeling method, and the current density and
SAR as a function of frequency, output voltage, output power, and
coil dimension are calculated. The biological tissue of the model
has three layers including the skin, fat, and muscle. The results
of simulation analysis show SARs to be very small at any given
transmission conditions, about 2–14 mW/kg, compared to the
basic restrictions of the International Commission on nonionizing
radiation protection (ICNIRP; 2 W/kg), while the current density
divided by the ICNIRP’s basic restrictions gets smaller as the
frequency rises and the output voltage falls. It is possible to
transfer energy below the ICNIRP’s basic restrictions when the
frequency is over 250 kHz and the output voltage is under 24 V.
Also, the parts of the biological tissue that maximized the current
density differ by frequencies; in the low frequency is muscle and
in the high frequency is skin. The boundary is in the vicinity of the
frequency 600–1000 kHz.
Index Terms—Artificial heart, current density, electromagnetic
induction, energy transmission, specific absorption rate (SAR).

I. INTRODUCTION
N ARTIFICIAL heart system is composed of the blood
pump, a control device, and the energy source. The places
to set up these component parts have changed from inside the
body to outside the body; however, most of the commercially
available artificial heart systems transfer energy by means of
wires penetrating the abdomen’s or chest’s skin from an external
source [1]–[3]. We have been developing the transcutaneous energy transmission system (TETS), which transfers energy by
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means of electromagnetic induction between two coils of a transcutaneous transformer placed face-to-face on each side of the
abdomen’s or chest’s skin [4]–[12]. This method can allow patients mobility, improved quality of life (QOL), and reduced risk
of infection relative to percutaneous connections. Various types
of transcutaneous transformers exist, such as air-core [4]–[9],
air-core with amorphous wires [10] and externally coupled [11].
The air-core transcutaneous transformer is thin and lightweight;
therefore, it is possible to implant it in an aesthetically pleasing
manner. While the externally coupled one has a high magnetic
coupling factor and maintains stable operation with high transmitting efficiency due to the body’s movement, it is difficult to
implant due to its transformer’s internal coil’s protrusion from
the body’s surface, forming a skin tunnel. Therefore, many researchers have examined and developed an air-core transcutaneous transformer.
The first air-core transcutaneous transformers were developed in the early 1960s [4]. Some air-core transcutaneous
transformers have been studied to achieve a more efficient design capable of operating over a wide range of parameters and
conditions, and achieve a satisfactory level of performance. To
make this method practical, however, TETS’ electromagnetic
influence on biological tissue has to be investigated.
Some people have studied how the electromagnetism influences biological tissue. For example, Schuder estimated the
power loss in the tissue using numeric integration [12]. Koshiji
estimated the absorbable power in the biological tissue [5].
These studies, however, are not a detailed estimation but a
simple calculation, which assumes the biological tissues are
a homogeneous substance, such as water. Also, these studies
do not consider biological tissue’s frequency characteristics.
In addition, they do not examine the electromagnetic effect on
the body when the transmission parameters such as frequency,
output voltage, output power, and coil dimension vary.
Electromagnetic influences on biological tissue include
thermal effect and stimulant action [13]. Thermal effect means
the temperature increase due to the Joule heat generated in the
biological tissue, and stimulant action means the neural and
muscle excitation due to the induced current. In general, the
specific absorption rate (SAR), watts per kilograms, which
is defined as the power of an electromagnetic wave absorbed
into biological tissue per unit mass of 1 kg, often is used as
an index of the thermal effect. Current density, amperes per
square meter, which is defined as the current magnitude per
unit area of 1 m , often is used as an index of the stimulant
action. These indices have the basic restrictions defined by the
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Fig. 2. Air-core transcutaneous transformer used in the experiment.
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the energy transmission system for a total artificial
heart.

International Commission on nonionizing radiation protection
(ICNIRP) [14]. Therefore, the authors have studied the thermal
effect caused by electromagnetic waves and have analyzed SAR
surrounding an externally coupled type of transformer via the
transmission-line modeling (TLM) method at a frequency of
only 100 kHz [15]. The evaluations of SAR and current density
surrounding an air-core transcutaneous transformer have not
been investigated and safe transmission conditions have not
been known.
In this paper, we analyze the SAR and current density in
the biological tissue surrounding the air-core transcutaneous
transformer and derive the safe transmission conditions include
transmission frequency and power.
II. METHODS
A. Energy Transmission System
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the TETS. The direct current
supplied by a dc power source or a secondary battery outside
the body is changed to an alternating current of 100–1000 kHz
using a switching circuit. The changed ac power is then transmitted inside the body using electromagnetic induction between
two air-core coils placed inside and outside the body (transcutaneous transformer). Here, the air-core coils are thin, lightweight,
and pancake-shaped coils. The ac power transmitted inside the
body is changed back to dc power using an implanted rectifier
circuit. Then the dc power is supplied to the artificial heart’s actuator and the back-up secondary battery [16], [17]. The energy
transmission system used here has high-breakdown voltage capacitors in series with coils. This is because a large amount of
power can be transferred with low input voltage by resonance
with the coils.
We have designed and developed an air-core transcutaneous
transformer for an artificial heart that has the following three
features [18]: 1) the energy transmission efficiency is high (no
less than 90%); 2) the input voltage is low (not more than 50 V);
and 3) the internal coil’s outside diameter is small (not more
than 7 cm). High efficiency is needed to reduce the temperature
rise of the coil, a low input voltage is required for reliability,
and it is desirable for an internal coil’s diameter to be small,
lightweight, and thin when considering the strain placed upon
the patient—especially the skin’s adiemorrhysis surrounding
the coils.

Fig. 2 shows the air-core transcutaneous transformer examined in this study. It consists of the external (primary) coil set
outside the body and the internal (secondary) coil implanted
under the skin. The external coil has an outside diameter of
90 mm (35 turns), an inside diameter of 20 mm, and a thickness of 1 mm. The internal coil has an outside diameter of 60
mm (20 turns), an inside diameter of 20 mm, and a thickness of
1 mm. The coils are made of copper litz-wire in consideration
of the skin effect. An ac-to-ac energy transmission efficiency
of 94.5% (maximum) is obtained between the frequencies of
500–800 kHz. This paper uses the transcutaneous transformer
as its basic air-core transformer model and estimates the SAR
and the current density.
B. Influence of Electromagnetism
The ICNIRP provides basic restrictions on SAR between the
frequencies of 100 kHz–10 MHz to prevent whole-body heat
stress and excessive localized tissue heating [14]. In addition,
basic restrictions are also provided on current density to prevent
effects on nervous system functions. This secondary section describes the method of SAR’s and current density’s derivation.
Each restriction is also described.
1) Estimation of SAR: SAR is expressed by
(1)
where is the electric field’s root mean square (volts per meters), is the biological tissue’s electrical conductivity (siemens
per meters) and is the biological tissue’s density (kilograms
per cubed meters). SAR is evaluated by two methods: one experimental and one analytical. In the experimental method, the
electrical field in a liquid phantom is measured [19] or the temperature rise in a solid phantom is measured and commuted
to SAR [20]. It is difficult, however, to correctly measure the
temperature rise with these methods because there is not only
a temperature increase in the phantom due to the electromagnetic field but also a temperature increase in the transcutaneous
transformer due to copper loss. This paper numerically analyzes
SAR.
Table I shows basic restrictions on SAR defined by the ICNIRP. These basic restrictions are divided into occupational and
general public exposures. The occupationally exposed population consists of adults who are generally exposed under known
conditions and are trained to be aware of the potential risk and
to take appropriate precautions. By contrast, the general public
comprises individuals of all ages and of varying health status,
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TABLE I
BASIC RESTRICTIONS FOR TIME VARYING ELECTRICAL AND
MAGNETIC FIELDS (ICNIRP)

and may include particularly susceptible groups or individuals.
This paper adopts basic restriction for general public exposure
(2 W/kg).
2) Estimation of Current Density: Current density is expressed by (2), [21], [22]
(2)
is the biological tissue’s electrical conductivity
where
(siemens per meters), is the frequency (hertz), is the magnetic permeability (hertz per meters) and is the radius of the
is expressed by
loop for current induction (meters).
(3)
where is the magnetic field’s root mean square (amperes per
meters).
Current density is also evaluated by two methods: one experimental and one analytical. The experimental method measures
the current that flows from the head to the ground using a biological phantom when there is an electric field source overhead
[23]. In this study, however, magnetic fields are radiated locally
in parts of the human body and the eddy currents flow, so it is
difficult to obtain accurate values inside the body unless human
body is dissected and measured. This paper numerically analyzes current density.
The ICNIRP also defines basic restrictions on current density.
This paper adopts the basic restrictions for general public exposure ( /500 A/m ) and occupational exposure ( /100 A/m ).
C. Analysis Using an Electromagnetic Simulator
1) Method of Analysis: “Micro-Stripes” (Flomerics, Japan
branch), the electromagnetic simulator employing the TLM
method [24]–[26], is used to analyze SAR and current density. The TLM method has very powerful tools for field
computations. They are based on an analogy between the
electromagnetic field and the transmission lines’ grid. A mathematical derivation of the TLM method can be directly obtained
from a full wave time-domain solution to Maxwell’s equations.
The procedure of analysis using Micro-Stripes is as follows.
First, a model similar to human configuration and electrical
characteristic is created. Next, this model is divided into small
cells by mesh and the electric field , magnetic field , and
SAR [calculated from electric field and (1)] are calculated.
Current density is then estimated from the magnetic field
obtained from the previous analysis and (2).

Fig. 3. (a) Analyzed model. (b) Magnified figure of the external coil. (c) Equivalent circuit of the analyzed model.

2) Model for Numerical Analysis: A model for numerical
analysis is shown in Fig. 3(a). The body’s trunk is modeled
to an elliptical cylinder with: minor axis: 230 mm; major axis:
280 mm; and height: 625 mm. The biological tissue has three
layers: skin (a thickness of 5 mm), fat (a thickness of 10 mm),
and muscle (the rest). The length of the trunk is the average
for Japanese men [27]. The air-core transcutaneous transformer
(outside diameter: 90 mm; inside diameter: 20 mm) is placed 5
mm away from the trunk. The supply source and the resistance
are placed at the coil’s terminal shown in Fig. 3(b).
3) Analysis Condition: The analysis model’s equivalent cirremains concuit is shown in Fig. 3(c). The magnitude of
stant at 1000 V, and the input current is adjusted by to be
the amplitude obtained by the theoretical analysis. The model
for numerical analysis by TLM had grids of 1 mm in the coil’s
vicinity, and from 3 to 23 mm in other regions.
Fig. 4 shows the electrical characteristics of biological tissue:
(a) is the conductivity and (b) is the relative permittivity. This
paper uses the conductivity and relative permittivity values defined by Institute for Applied Physics “Nello Carrara” (IFAC)
[28]–[31]. An average value of 1000 kg/m is used to represent the density of biological tissue consisting of skin, fat, and
muscle [32], and its relative permeability is 1.
SAR and current density are analyzed: 1) as a function of the
output power 5–20 W (5 W each) with a constant frequency
of 600 kHz; 2) as a function of the frequencies 200–1000 kHz
(200 kHz each) and output voltages of 12 V and 24 V with a constant output power of 20 W, and 3) as a function of the coils’ dimension with a constant output power of 20 W. Here, the output
voltages of 12 and 24 V are the basic drive voltages of the artificial heart that is currently being developed or utilized.
D. Comparison of Analytical to Measured Value
Before a detailed analysis it must be examined whether the
electromagnetic field’s analytical values are correct. Therefore,
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Fig. 4. (a) Conductivity and (b) relative permittivity values as defined by IFAC.

Fig. 5. (a) Arrangement to measure electrical and magnetic fields. (b) Magnetic
field’s measuring point. (c) Electric field’s measuring point.

the electric and magnetic strength under the same conditions as
the analytical model are measured and compared to the analytical values.
1) Measurement Method: Fig. 5(a) shows the measuring
arrangement. Contained in a circular container with a height of
40 cm, a diameter of 28 cm, and a thickness of 2 mm polypropylene is the biological phantom adjusted to the biological tissue’s
electrical characteristics. The ac voltage output from a signal
oscillator (IWATSU, SG-4105) is amplified by a high-speed
amplifier (NF, 4025), and is transferred to the transcutaneous

transformer through a polypropylene film capacitor (NISSEI,
MPE102, APS101). The transcutaneous transformer’s external
coil is placed 5 mm away from the biological phantom. The
and the magnetic
experiment measured the electrical field
with a frequency of 600 kHz, an output voltage of
field
24 V and output power of 20 W. This measurement was
run in a radio anechoic chamber (Hiroshima-techno-plaza,
6.8 m 2.6 m 2.6 m) that had a shield performance of 80 dB
(at 150 kHz to 30 MHz). The measurement object is set on a
nonconductive table (height 80 cm) placed in the radio anechoic
chamber.
In the measurement of the magnetic fields, the
values measured by the magnetic near field probe [HP,
11941A: 3.5 cm 0.3 cm 0.4 cm (sensor), 3.76 cm
26.45 cm 2.14 cm (body)] are displayed by the spectrum
analyzer (Micronix, MSA338). The measuring points are
shown in Fig. 5(b). The magnetic fields are measured on the
external coil’s edge axis [the distance from the external coil
0–30 cm by 5 cm (Points A-G)].
In the measurement of the electric fields, the values measured by the electric field probe [HOLADAY, HI-4421 G :
6.5 cm 6.5 cm 6.5 cm (cube), 3.8 cm (sensor covers)] are
displayed by the electric receiver (HOLADAY, HI-4400). The
measuring points are shown in Fig. 5(c). The electric fields are
measured on the external coil’s center axis [the distance from
5 cm, 20 cm (Points H, I)]. The dashed
the external coil
lines show the electric field probe’s size.
2) Characteristics of Biological Phantom: The biological
phantom used in the experiment is adjusted to have the same
electrical characteristics as muscle between the frequencies of
100 and 1000 kHz, which accounts for a large share of the body.
The biological phantom consists of deionized water, sodium
chloride, boric acid (preservative agent), TX-151 (thickening
agent), and polyethylene powder [33]. Its conductivity and relative permittivity are controlled with additional rates of sodium
chloride and polyethylene powder, respectively. In this paper,
the mass ratios are: deionized water, 87.5; sodium chloride, 0.5;
boric acid, 1.0; TX-151, 2.2; polyethylene powder, 8.8.
The conductivity and relative permittivity are measured to examine whether the phantom’s electrical characteristics are correctly simulated. First, the phantom was inserted between the
parallel aluminum plates (distance between the plates is 15 mm,
and reand they are 80 mm square). Next, the resistance
actance
are measured using a high-frequency digital power
meter equipped with voltage and current meters (Yokogawa,
PZ4000). The measurement frequencies are from 100 kHz to
1000 kHz by 100 kHz. After the measurement, the results of
the resistance and reactance were substituted into the following (4) and (5), and the conductivity and relative permittivity were calculated:

(4)
(5)
where
plates,

is the angular frequency, is the distance between
is the plate area, and is the electric constant.
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Fig. 6. Measured (a) conductivity and (b) relative permittivity.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results of Measured Electric and Magnetic Field
Fig. 6 shows the phantom’s conductivity and relative permittivity measurement results. The full line and the range of the
gray are the various reference values [28]–[31], [34]–[36] and
the marks are the measured values. The relative permittivity
and conductivity almost correspond with the various reference
values. Therefore, this phantom was used in this experiment.
The measurement results of the magnetic and electric fields’
strength are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The electric field strength
shows the maximum value in the dashed lines of Fig. 5(c). As
a result of Fig. 7, the measured magnetic field strengths almost
correspond with the analytical values. Therefore, it is thought
that the analytical results of the current density are correct, while
the measured electric field strengths are three times as large as
the analytical values at measuring point I. This occurs because
the conducting wire between the voltage source and the coil produces high electric fields; the voltage source was set at a distance
of 0.7 m from the external coil in the experiment [outlined in
Fig. 5(a)] whereas the voltage source was set on the coil in the
analysis [outlined in Fig. 3(b)]. Hence, according to the electrical field’s measured value being three times as large as its analytical values, it is thought that the actual SAR would be nine
times as large as its analytical values due to (1). The following
analysis, therefore, also considers the increased values of SAR
(nine as large as its analytic value).
B. Localized SAR
1) Analysis When the Output Power is Varied: The localized
SAR was analyzed when the output power was varied with the
most efficient frequency of 600 kHz. The localized SAR distribution with the frequency of 600 kHz is shown in Fig. 8. (a) is
the localized SAR distribution of a – plane through the analysis model’s central axis, and (b) is the localized SAR distri225 mm. These results show that
bution of an – plane;
the localized SAR is large near the external coil, and its maximum value appears in the skin layer which has a distance from
the external coil of 5 mm. Here, the value in the fat layer is
two-thirds of that in the skin layer, and the value in the muscle

Fig. 7. (a) Comparisons between measured and calculated magnetic field
strength. (b) Comparisons between measured and calculated electric field
strength.

Fig. 8. (a) Localized SAR distribution of a y –z plane through the analysis
model’s central axis. (b) The localized SAR distribution of an x–y plane; z
225 mm.

=

layer is one-third of that in the skin layer. The maximum value
is 8.4 mW/kg (increased value: 75.6 mW/kg). This value falls
well below the ICNIRP’s basic restriction (2 W/kg).
Next, Fig. 9(a) shows the analytical results of the maximum
localized SAR as a function of each output power. In addition,
is shown in Fig. 9(a) with
the voltage across the external coil
thick lines. These results show a difference in SAR between the
output powers of 5 and 20 W of 0.38 mW/kg; therefore, SAR
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Fig. 10. (a) Magnetic field distribution of a y –z plane through the analysis
model’s central axis. (b) The magnetic field distribution of an x–y plane; z
225 mm.

=

Fig. 9. (a) Maximum SAR as a function of the output power. (b) Maximum
SAR as a function of the frequency. (c) The voltage across the external coil as
a function of the frequency.

is constant even the output power is varied. The voltage across
the external coil was also constant even the output power was
varied. This happens because the input voltage is changed; however, the external coil’s current, which is directly proportional to
the voltage across the external coil, is constant because of the capacitors in series with the coils when the output power changes.
2) Analysis When the Frequency and Output Voltage Are
Varied: The analytical results of the maximum localized SAR as
a function of each frequency are shown in Fig. 9(b). The full line
indicates an output voltage of 24 V, the dashed line indicates an
output voltage of 12 V and the mark indicates the analytical point.
In addition, the voltage across the external coil with an output
voltage of 24 V is shown in Fig. 9(c). These results show that
the SAR gets larger as the frequency and output voltage rise. The
maximum value is 14 mW/kg (increased value: 126 mW/kg), and
falls well below the ICNIRP’s basic restrictions (2 W/kg). Comparing the results of the SAR with the voltage across the external
coil, their slopes correspond very well. It is thought that the SAR
depends on the voltage across the external coil.
3) Analysis When the Coil’s Diameter Is Varied: The voltage
across the external coil is in inverse proportion to the mutual inductance between the coils. Hence, it is necessary to increase the
mutual inductance to reduce the voltage across the external coil.

Therefore, in order to increase the mutual inductance, a model in
which the transcutaneous transformer’s dimensions were multiplied by 1.1 was analyzed (large model: the external coil’s diameter is 100 mm and internal coil’s is 70 mm).
The analytical results of the maximum localized SAR as a
function of each frequency are shown in Fig. 9(b) with the gray
line. In addition, the voltage across the external coil with an
output voltage of 24 V is shown in Fig. 9(c) with the gray line.
These results show that SAR was reduced compared to the basic
model, as was the voltage across the external coil. Therefore,
it is confirmed that making the coil diameter larger effectively
reduces SAR. In addition, it is confirmed that SAR is directly
proportional to the voltage across the external coil and that SAR
could be lowered by designing an external coil with a lower
voltage.
C. Current Density
1) Analysis When the Output Power is Varied: The current
density was analyzed when the output power was varied with
the most efficient frequency of 600 kHz. The magnetic field
distribution with a frequency of 600 kHz is shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10(a) is the magnetic field distribution of a – plane
through the analysis model’s central axis and Fig. 10(b) is
225 mm. Calculating the
the distribution of an – plane;
current density from these results, its maximum value is in the
muscle layer whose distance from the external coil is 20 mm.
Next, the analytical results of the maximum current density
as a function of each output power are shown in Fig. 11(a). In
is shown in Fig. 11(a)
addition, the external coil’s current
with thick lines. From these results, the difference in current
density between the output powers of 5 and 20 W is 0.067 A/m .
Current density is almost constant even when the output power
was varied. The external coil’s current is also constant even the
output power is varied.
2) Analysis When the Frequency and Output Voltage Are
Varied: The analytical results of the maximum current density
as a function of each frequency are shown in Fig. 11(b). The long
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Fig. 11. (a) Maximum current density as a function of the output power. (b) Maximum current density as a function of the frequency. (c) Normalized current
density as a function of the frequency. (d) Maximum current density as a function of the frequency with larger model.

dashed line indicates an output voltage of 24 V, the short dashed
line indicates an output voltage of 12 V and the full line indicates the basic restrictions. As for the results under 700 kHz, the
current density is maximized in the muscle layer at a distance of
20 mm from the body’s surface. With regard to the results over
700 kHz, the current density is maximized in the skin layer at a
distance of 5 mm from the body’s surface. Also, the current density gets larger as the frequency and output voltage rise. To consider the ICNIRP’s basic restrictions, high frequency and low
output voltage are safe conditions to transfer energy. This coil
exceeds the basic restriction for occupational exposure when the
frequencies are less than 250 kHz at the output voltage of 24 V,
however; therefore, it needs to reduce the current density even
further. The current density divided by the basic restrictions for
occupational exposure is investigated here and is shown with
the external coil’s current in Fig. 11(c). The long dashed line
and short dashed line with thick lines show the external coil’s
current when the output voltage is 24 and 12 V, respectively.
The normalized current density is safe when the value is under
1, on the condition of over 200 kHz at the output voltage of
12 V, or over 250 kHz at the output voltage of 24 V. Comparing
the results of normalized current density with the external coil’s
current, their slopes correspond very well. This suggests that a
decrease in the external coil’s current causes the reduction of
the normalized current density.
3) Analysis When the Coil’s Diameter Is Varied: The
external coil’s current is directly proportional to the output
voltage, and is inversely proportional to the frequency and to
the mutual inductance between the coils. Hence, reducing the
external coil’s current requires the following conditions: a)
reducing the output voltage; b) increasing the frequency; and c)
increasing the mutual inductance. The conditions of a) and b)
are already confirmed in Section III-C2). Therefore, in order to
increase the mutual inductance, a model whose transcutaneous
transformer’s dimensions were multiplied by 1.1 was analyzed

(large model: the external coil’s diameter is 100 mm and the
internal coil’s is 70 mm).
The analytical results of the maximum current density as a
function of each frequency are shown in Fig. 11(d). As for the
results, the current density is maximized in the muscle layer at a
distance of 20 mm from the body’s surface. Also, as these results
show, the current density was reduced compared to Fig. 11(b).
The safe available frequency ranges are extended as the current
density falls from a frequency of over 250 kHz in Fig. 11(b) to
a frequency of over 150 kHz in Fig. 11(d). Therefore, it is confirmed that making the coil diameter larger effectively reduces
current density. In addition, it is confirmed that the normalized
current density is directly proportional to the external coil’s current, and that the current density could be lowered by designing
an external coil with a lower current.

D. Design of a Safe Coil
As the analytical results of primary Section III show, it is
clear that frequency , output voltage , mutual inductance
, and coil diameter are important parameters for the design of
safe transmission. This secondary section proposes four types of
24 V,
safe and high efficiency transmission transformer:
500–700 kHz in the basic model; Type A,
12 V,
200–300 kHz in the basic model; Type B,
24 V,
300–400 kHz in the larger model; Type C, and
12
200 kHz in the larger model; Type D (cf. Table II).
V,
Here, the frequency range meets the following conditions: SAR
and current density are below the ICNIRP’s basic restrictions
and the efficiency is over 90%. These four models’ transmission
efficiency is analyzed and measured by a digital power meter
(Yokogawa, PZ4000). The results are shown in Table II and the
efficiency is over 90%. It is possible to use these conditions for
the TETS.
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TABLE II
SAFE AVAILABLE FREQUENCY RANGES AND
THE MEASURED RESULTS OF EFFICIENCY
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In the future, animal experiments will be performed and evaluated with coils that account for the transmission characteristics
and safety.
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